SCAM ALERT

ALLEGED LOTTERY WINNINGS FROM APPLETISER LOTTERY PROMOTIONS

It has been brought to our attention that certain individuals have received emails alleging that such individuals have won a lottery promoted by Appletiser and that a lottery certified cheque and accompanying documents are packaged and ready to be delivered to such individuals by RAM.

The email further requests that such individuals respond to the email by advising the fraudster which purported RAM insurance option the individual would like to utilize for the delivery of the lottery certified cheque and further requests that such individual email a scanned copy of either his and/or her driver's license and/or any form of legal identification, to the fraudster, for verification purposes.

PLEASE TAKE NOTE that this is a SCAM and that RAM is in no way affiliated to this email, lottery and/or promotion being circulated.

Please take note that none of RAM’s email addresses belong to a hotmail or gmail domain.

All RAM’s emails will be referenced as abcd@ram.co.za.

Furthermore, RAM would never send out an email notification to any individual stating that such individual had won any sort of lottery as RAM does not take part in and/or promote any lotteries.

“No fall victim to this SCAM”.

For your safety please refer to the below Safety Tips with regard to this SCAM -

a. Verify all emails with RAM directly;

b. Confirm the person’s identity with whom you talk to at RAM at all times;

c. Do not hand out any copies of your personal identification and/or banking details to ANYONE!

“Do NOT fall victim to this SCAM”.